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The United States and the Soviet 
Union have engaged in some unpub
licized tough talk during the past 
morttjl over growing indications 
that Pakistan's nuclear program has 
moved far along the path toward 
production of an atomic bomb, ac
cording to administration sources. 

The discussion was generated by 
a direct and unusually tough Soviet 
warning to Pakistan about its nu
clear activities, the sources said, in
cluding a charge that the Pakistanis 

are on the verge of constructing a 
nuclear bomb, which Moscow indi
cated it would not tolerate. 

The Reagan administration, on 
learning of the warning, responded 
with a private message to Moscow 
reiterating the strong U.S. commit
ment to Pakistan's security. One of-

. ficial described the message as ex
tremely grave and said that Wash
ington, in effect, told. Moscow to 
keep "hands off' Pakistan. 

A well-placed intelligence source 
said that Central Intelligence Agen
cy analysis shows that Pakistan has 
or soon will have the capacity to 
build a bomb, despite official denials 

by Pakistan. Sources said long
standing Pakistani nuclear efforts 
have increased this year. According 
to one account, it is just a matter of 
assembling components. 

The security of Pakistan as well 
as its highly secretive nuclear pro
gram are likely to be discussed dur
ing the visit of Pakistani Prime Min-

. ister Mohammad Khan Junejo, who 
is to arrive late today on his first of
ficial visit to Washington. [Details 
on Page A13]. 

Junejo, whose civilian govern
ment was installed last Dec. 30 af
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U.S .. , ·soviets Spar Over Pakistan Bomb istan] has the bomb or will soon," a 
congressional source said. 

Leonard S. Spector, an expert on 
. nuclear nonproliferation issues at 
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